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ABSTRACT

We analyze theoretically a recent proposal of utilizing synchrotron radiation to gener-
ate an electromagnetic scattering field at a specific target atom inside a material sample.
The direct wave coming from a wiggler interferes there with the waves scattered by the
surrounding atoms. The suggestion is relevant for obtaining atomic holographic images.
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1. Introduction

In a recent paper, the group of Fadley and Materlik [1,2] has made the suggestion of

utilizing wiggler synchrotron radiation to generate a scattering field to be detected at

a specific target atom A inside a material sample. The monochromatic x-ray beam

(with photons of momentum ttk and energy E-hkc) reaching A directly from the

wiggler interferes there with the waves scattered from the atoms surrounding A, as

shown in Fig.1. These authors consider the target atom A as a detector, which

indicates the electric field strength at its core via the measurement of the total

amount of fluorescence \(k) that the atom A emits in all directions. The modulations

of the intensity \{k) upon varying the direction, relative to the sample, of the incident

photon momentum hk , are then registered as an hologram. In particular, the direct

wave is in this case the reference wave of conventional holography, while the

scattered waves constitute the object wave. By means of the usual Helmholtz-

Kirchhoff (H-K) integral, one can then obtain holographic images of the local atomic

environment of the considered target atom as usually done in electron emission and

x-ray fluorescence internal source holographies [3-9].

One can easily see that, in the case in which the incident photon energy E equals

exactly the energy attained by the photon in the inverse process of conventional

fluorescence, the transition probability amplitude for the process considered above is

equal to that of the fluorescence process [1]. Specifically, take into account the

transition probability amplitude for the conventional x-ray fluorescence from our

target atom:

" " ) (1-1)

where \\res ( ^ J describes the excited (ground) state of the target atom and the

states of the other atoms in the considered material cluster. tpo is the photon vacuum

and yjk) describes the fluorescent photon of momentum M and helicity h. H is the

hermitian total Hamiltonian describing the whole cluster-radiation system. Let us
apply the antilinear time reversal operator f> to Afluor . Under the hypothesis of time

reversal invariance [10], i.e. [£,//] = 0, $yh(k) = q>h(-k), $\ygs =yg3, fi\\fes =yes

(for simplicity we forget about electron/atom spins) one gets:

(1.2)



which proves the assertion. Eq.(1.2) is the expression of the so-called optical reciprocity

theorem for the considered processes. In order to describe theoretically the above

process at the fixed energy E = hkc, one can therefore use the conventional x-ray

fluorescence transition probability amplitude exchanging there k into -k.

Up to this point, the method would then just reproduce the results of conventional x-

ray holography [3,8,9] obtained from the deexcitation of an absorbing atom in a

material with emission of a fluorescent photon. The interesting novelty introduced by

Fadley, Materlik and collaborators is that now one can vary the energy. By

performing a phased sum of the H-K integral on different energies (practically an

energy Fourier transform) one is therefore able to suppress, as first suggested in

emission electron holography [11-14] (for reviews and detailed references on the

subject, see ref.s [15-18]) twin images, multiple scattering contributions and other

artifacts present in fixed energy holographic methods. The method has therefore

been termed Multiple-Energy X-ray Holography (MEXH) [1,2].

There is also another point which makes MEXH superior to the conventional, always

unpolarized, internal source x-ray fluorescence holography: The linear polarization of

the incident wiggler synchrotron radiation wave favours scattering in the plane lying

along hk and orthogonal to the polarization vector e. This improves the images of the

atoms lying in that plane.

To analyze thoroughly this MEXH proposal, we will determine, in the framework of

quantum electrodynamics (QED), the electromagnetic field at the specific point x of

the target atom, once the impinging photon wave is known. We prefer to use the

QED approach instead of non-relativistic methods because both the description of

the phenomenon and the resulting formulas happen to be simpler and of

straightforward interpretation. At the x-ray energies relevant for MEXH, one can

consider only elastic scattering of the incoming photon from the atoms of the cluster.

Since, as mentioned above, in summing on the energy the contribution of multiple

scatterings is suppressed, one can limit oneself to the consideration of single

scatterings only. Thermal vibrations can, as usual, be taken care of by introducing

proper damping (Debye-Waller) factors in the final formulas.

Due to the coherence of the waves emitted by the atoms of the object, one obtains

the electromagnetic field at the point x just by adding up the contributions arising

from each single isolated atom of the cluster. We shall then first solve the problem as

though the object be composed of only one atom. At the end we shall perform a

coherent sum over all the cluster.



2. Evaluation of the scattered wave field.

We start by splitting the four-vector electromagnetic potential operator \(x) as

follows :

11=0,1,2,3 (2.1)

i.e., into a "radiation" quantum field A^(x) (which of course includes the incident

electromagnetic wave) and a prescribed c-number field A"'(x), which represents the

electromagnetic interactions providing the binding of the electrons to the atomic

nucleus of the considered n-th atom of the material cluster.*

* In standard QED the latter field is called "external". We maintain here the same notation even
though it might be a little misleading since the field A£"(x) is actually "internal" to the atom.

The fundamental equations of the Dirac electron and electromagnetic quantum fields

in the Heisenberg picture are then [19-22]:#

* Units h-c = \ are used; the time coordinate is xo=t; scalar products are defined as

a^b* = g^cfb* with metric tensor goo = + 1, gn = - 1 , in particular: D = d2
o - V2.

- m\y(x) = ey^ad(x)^(x) (2.2a)

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

A™d(x) satisfies the Lorentz condition (O|9lM™<Vx;|0) = 0 on all physically realizable

states |O). The fields satisfy the usual commutation relations for the considered

Heisenberg picture of motion (see for example ref.[19], pag.650); in particular, note
that A^(x) commutes with the Dirac fields only for space-like separations).

We solve the system of equations (2.2) by first introducing a propagator for the

electron in a given external electromagnetic field. Out of the .aricus possibilities
[20,21] we choose the Feynman propagator S"'(x,x') which gives the link to the S-



matrix formalism and which goes over, in the non-relativistic limit, to the physically

meaningful propagator for low energies, i.e. the retarded one. S?(x,x') satisfies the

differential equations (see [19] pag.570, or [20] pag.92, or [22] pag.312):

- eA?'(x)) - m]s?(x,x') = $4)(x -x') (2.3a)

-x') (2.3b)

which integrate to

j*x"S<;>(x-x")y*A?'(x")S?(x",x') (2.3c)

where SF
o>(x-x') is the "free" Feynman propagator, describing the free electron,

satisfying equations (2.3a,b) with A^(x) = 0. At the r.h.s. the integration extends over

the all space-time. S'F
o)(x-x') is expressed as the following Fourier integral:

S ; ( x x ) = r j d p 2 2 .
(2K)

 J p -m +ie

Using (2.3a,b) we can write:

(2.3d)

(2.4a)

y(x)=y'"(x) + ej d4x'^(x')y^(x')S^(x',x) (2.4b)

where the operators \\ftxt(x) and xf"*(x) satisfy equations (2.2) in the absence of
A"d(x), i.e. only in the presence of the c-number field A"'(x) They represent the

bound and scattering state wave functions of the atom.

Using (2.4a,b), Eq.(2.2c) becomes:

(2.5)

SF
x'(x,x')yvA:ad(x')v(x')]+[y(x')yvA;ad(x')SF

x'(x',x)yii, y"'(x)] )



We have now to transform our QED operator equation (2.5) into numbers. As

mentioned above, our program is to describe an elastic process which exhibits one

photon in the initial state while in the final state one photon is observed, and

therefore absorbed, at the point x inside the material.

We apply then equation (2.5) to the state vector 1^)11,) describing the initial photon

/ and a core level electron of the considered n-th atom, and then take the projection

of the all thing on the state vector ( O ^ " ^ , where (0| is the photon vacuum. The

operation is therefore the following: (0\(*¥<
c
n>\Eq.(2.5)\y¥(

c
n>)\ll). In this operation the

linear term in e clearly gives zero contribution. In view of taking into account only
single scatterings, we keep only terms linear in A^*(x), which means to retain at the

r.h.s. only the e2 terms, taking ^""(x) for y(x) and yin'(x) for y(x), and dropping all
radiative corrections. We finally get (note that A£* commutes with \ j / " " or \}T" for any

space-time separations):

D(Ar;d(x)} = e2l d'x'Kj^fx.x'^fx')) (2.6a)

where (A^(X)) = {0\A^(X)\\) and*:

(2.6b)

(2.6c)

* The connection between the operator K^(x,x') and the lowest order element of the S-matrix

responsible for the scattering of the photon from the atom is given by:

sa> = _ i £ l

where A1''1 {A'^') is the annihilation (creation) part of the e.m. potential: A™d = A'^' + A1^'.

We now define the reference wave A"f(x) which represents the initial photon. It must

satisfy the free wave equation \3A^(X) = 0. We require A"f(x) = 0 and dJAr/f(x) = 0,

as proper for a pure radiation field. For Ar'f(x) we write:

(2.7)



A"f(x) represents a photon of momentum k, energy E=k=\k\, and unit polarization

vector e. Note that e • k = 0 because of the radiation condition.

We then integrate the wave equation (2.6a) by specifying the boundary condition in

the remote past in agreement with the fact that, at remotely early times, the radiation

consists only of the free direct wave produced by the source. Taking by abstraction

as / = -«> the time of the production of the photon by the wiggler, we therefore

require:

( 2-8 )

With the condition (2.8), Eq. (2.6a) integrates then to:

(2.9)

where DR(x-x') is the retarded propagator for a free electromagnetic wave; it
satisfies: \I\DR(x-x') = 8<4>(x-x') , DR(x-x') = 0 for t'>t ; it is explicitly given by:

The physical quantity to be observed at the point x is the electric field strength
E' = -d0A' -d'A0 (/=1,2,3). There we can drop the second term (i.e. -d'Ao ) since it

behaves like MR2, while the first term goes like MR (R\s the distance of the point x

from the scatterer). In the following, we can therefore consider Eq. (2.9) only for

7=1,2,3.

Keeping only single scattering contributions, Eq.(2.9) then reads:

j / " ) j = 1,2,3 (2 .11)

Note that, being K}n)l(x',x") localized in space, the time t in (2.11) is such that both

r >t' and t >t".) We now write (2.11) as:

, j = 12,3 (2.12)

f/(x) = e2jdAx'DR(x-x')jd4x"KJ
<H)'(x',x")A^(x") (2.13)

7



Af'(x) describes the incoming photon which is absorbed by an electron at the point*"

of the object, reemitted at x' and then propagated to x where the field is observed.
Actually, as seen from the definitions (2.6c), to the order e2, Kj'n"(x',x") embodies two

contributions to the scattering of the photon. One of its terms represents the absorption

of the incoming photon at the point x" followed by the propagation of the electron up to

x' where the final photon is emitted. On the contrary, the other term describes first the

emission of the final photon at x' followed by the absorption of the incoming one at x".

is the radiation field measured inside the sample at the spatial position x

and at the time t. In order to go over to a stationary description, we must eliminate

the time coordinate.
The retarded propagator DR(x-x') is a function of t-t'. We write it as the Fourier

integral:

In the kernel K/"", the bound state wave function products y"'(x')y"'(x") , retaining

only the dominant elastic scattering contributions, are functions of the type
exp[iEint(t'-t")J. The propagator SF(x,x') is also a function of the difference of times
since we are actually dealing with static A^'(x) fields. There follows that the kernel
Kj'""(x',x") can be expressed by means of the Fourier integral:

1 +r°
K'l

n"(x',x") = — \dk' elk(''"''K<
i
n"(k';x',x") (2.15)

Using (2.14) and (2.15) in (2.12), we can integrate on t' and t" getting
(2n)2b(ko -k')8(k'-k), so that we can next integrate also on ko andfc'.

We now add up all the (single scattering) contributions from the N atoms surrounding
the point x . Defining A]ad(k;x) = (2K)v2(2k)v2e'k'[A'i

ad(x)) , we finally obtain:

e, cir' (2.16)
n=\ \X ~

In terms of reference and object waves we can write:

8



Ar;d(k ;x) = Arf(k;x) + A?(k;x) (2.17a)

Afihx)^^** (2.17b)

2 N | |

^ \ l i 3 ^ < ) ' i i i i " (2.17c)

These equations are the solution of our problem. One needs only to evaluate the
kernel K^'fk ;x"K,x"J, which is of course related to Kj<H)'(x',x") by an inverse

Fourier transform on the time.

For holographic applications with the Helmoltz-Kirchhoff integral, one needs the
anisotropy/modulation function x(k) = I(k)-IJk), which means to evaluate

Arad(k;x) - 1 . Keeping only single scattering contributions, one gets:

with Af'(k;x) given by (2.17c).

3. Angular momentum representation.

Eqs. (2.16-17) can be written in terms of scattering amplitudes of the radiation from

the various atoms using an orbital angular momentum representation. For this

purpose we must write the Green's function ^ r in terms of waves which are
\x-x'

regular at the position x'H = Rn of the atom n. For simplicity, choose x = 0. Defining the

vector p'B = x'-Rn (see Fig.2), we then write (use, taking lp = 0, Eq. (5.10) of [23]):

« * •

p'n<Rn (3.1)

where the propagator g is given by:

8O,L. (K) = -K^rYJRJh'^kRJ (3.2)



L = l,m is a compound angular momentum index.

We must do the same operation on the exponential e1*'1"- appearing in the integral of

(2.16-17). Being x"=p"H+RH , we can use the well known expansion of the

exponential e'k'r- in angular momenta. For the object wave we finally obtain:

Af'(k;x = 0) = - (Anrk^e^' "£i% (k)g0^ (RJ (//"") e
«=1 L.L, " '

(3.3)

where (note that d3x\d2x"n = d3p'nd
3p"n):

• 2

(3.4)

having defined the angular momentum states j, YL } as (r j, YL\ = jl(kr)YL(7).

An approximation to (2.16-17)/(3.3) one can use is the so-called plane wave

approximation (PWA), which consists in taking the far field expression of the Green's

function (which is not a terribly good approximation since we are actually in a near

field regime !):

R, R
(3.5)

Using (3.5) for the object wave one gets:

PWA
(3.6a)

(3.6b)

-tikRn =tikn is the momentum of the photon which reaches x = Q after having been

shot by the atom n. The scattering amplitude fjn" can then be written as:

(3.6c)

where we have used the shorthand: (p cpfyt)\ = (2K) i:2e'k?.
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Figure Captions

Fig.1
Wiggler monochromatic radiation impinges on a target atom A both directly

(reference wave) and after being scattered from the atoms neighbours of A (object

wave). The interference of these waves at A is measured via the determination of the

total amount \(k) of fluorescence emitted by A in all directions. Holograms can be

constructed out of \(k), after subtraction of the reference beam intensity, as in the

case of internal source electron emission/x-ray fluorescence processes. (From

Fig.2
The vectors defining the Green's function in coordinate representation. The vector p\

joins the center of the atom n with the point x\ . Since x'n labels the bound state

wave functions \ j / " " and \j7"", it lies within the same atom.
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